I. Introduction

1. During the Twelfth United Nations Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in 2010, member States discussed in some depth the issue of cybercrime and decided to invite the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice to convene an open-ended intergovernmental expert group to conduct a comprehensive study of the problem of cybercrime as well as the response to it. This recommendation was adopted by the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice and then by the Economic and Social Council in its resolution 2010/18 and by the General Assembly in its resolution 65/230.

2. In line with paragraph 42 of the Salvador Declaration, the comprehensive study is to examine the following topics:

   42. We invite the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice to consider convening an open-ended intergovernmental expert group to conduct a comprehensive study of the problem of cybercrime and responses to it by Member States, the international community and the private sector, including the exchange of information on national legislation, best practices, technical assistance and international cooperation, with a view to examining options to strengthen existing and to propose new national and international legal or other responses to cybercrime.

3. Paragraph 42 of the Salvador Declaration thus identifies the various substantive aspects which the study should investigate (e.g. the problem of cybercrime, national legislation, best practices, technical assistance and international cooperation) but also the perspective (e.g. the response by Member States, the international community and the private sector) and the focus (e.g. examining options to strengthen existing responses and to propose new national and international legal or other responses to cybercrime).
4. In order to draft a structure for the study, these three dimensions (substantive aspects, perspective and focus) have been converted into thirteen topics that follow the mandate of the Declaration. These thirteen topics are grouped below into subcategories.

**Problem of cybercrime (topics 1-3)**

5. The Salvador Declaration highlights that the study should investigate the problem of cybercrime. In order to address the full extent of problems posed by cybercrime, three key areas are identified for detailed analysis:

   (a) Phenomenon of cybercrime (topic 1);
   (b) Statistical information (topic 2);
   (c) Challenges of cybercrime (topic 3).

**Legal responses to cybercrime (topics 4-9)**

6. The Salvador Declaration calls for a study of legal responses to cybercrime including the exchange of information on national legislation, best practices and international cooperation. In addition to general aspects of harmonization of legislation, specific areas of legal responses are identified:

   (a) Common approaches to legislation (topic 4);
   (b) Criminalization (topic 5);
   (c) Procedural powers (topic 6);
   (d) International cooperation (topic 7);
   (e) Safeguards and conditions including protection of fundamental human rights and personal data;
   (f) Respect for the principle of sovereign equality of States and non-interference into the affairs of other States;
   (g) Electronic evidence (topic 8);
   (h) Roles and responsibilities of service providers and the private sector (topic 9).

**Crime prevention and criminal justice capabilities and other responses to cybercrime (topic 10)**

7. The Salvador Declaration refers not only to the study of legal responses to cybercrime, but also to other types of responses to cybercrime. Those activities are covered in this section (topic 10).

**International organizations (topic 11)**
The Salvador Declaration calls for an analysis of responses by Member States, the international community and the private sector. While matters relating to the legal responses undertaken by the international community are covered within the sections dealing with legal responses, a separate section addressing the responses of the international community will facilitate the analysis of more general aspects such as the relation between regional and international approaches (topic 11).

**Technical assistance (topic 12)**

9. Given the impact of cybercrime on developing countries and the need for a uniform and coordinated approach to combating cybercrime, technical assistance is addressed as one specific area to be covered by the comprehensive study (topic 12).

**II. Detailed overview of topics**

**Topic 1. Phenomenon of cybercrime**

**Background**

10. Computer crime or, cybercrime are terms used to describe specific categories of criminal conduct. The challenges related to this category of criminal conduct include both the wide range of offences covered and also the dynamic development of new methods of committing crimes.

**The development of computer crime and cybercrime**

11. In the 1960s, when transistor-based computer systems were introduced and computers became more popular,¹ criminalization of offences focused on the physical damage of computer systems and stored data.² The 1970s were characterized by a shift from traditional property crimes against computer systems³ to new forms of crime⁴ which included the illegal use of computer systems⁵ and the manipulation⁶ of electronic data.⁷ The shift from manual to computer-operated transactions led to another new form of crime — computer-related fraud.⁸

---

⁵ Freed, Materials and cases on computer and law, 1971, page 65.
⁷ Criminological Aspects of Economic Crimes, 12th Conference of Directors of Criminological Research Institutes, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1976, page 225 et seq; Staff Study of Computer Security in Federal Programs; Committee on Governmental Operations, the 95th Congress 1 Session, United States Senate, February 1977.
In the 1980s, personal computers became more and more popular and for the first time a broad range of critical infrastructure became dependent on computer technology. One of the side effects of the distribution of computer systems was an increasing interest in software and the first forms of software piracy and crimes related to patents began to appear. In addition, the beginning of the interconnection of computer systems enabled offenders to enter a computer system without being present at the crime scene. The introduction of the graphical interface (WWW = World Wide Web) in the 1990s that was followed by a rapidly growing number of Internet users led to new methods of criminal conduct. The distribution of child abuse material, for example, moved from the physical exchange of books and tapes to online distribution through websites and Internet services. Although computer crimes were generally local crimes, the Internet turned electronic crime into transnational crime. The first decade of the twenty-first century was dominated by new, very sophisticated methods of committing crimes such as “phishing”, “botnet attacks” and emerging uses of technology such as “Voice-over-IP (VoIP) communication” and “Cloud Computing”, which create difficulties for law enforcement.

Scope of the study

12. The scope of the study under this topic will focus on the phenomenon of cybercrime itself and does not include responses to cybercrime:

13 The term “phishing” describes an act that is carried out to make the victim disclose personal/secret information. The term “phishing” originally described the use of e-mails to “phish” for passwords and financial data from a sea of Internet users. The use of “ph” linked to popular hacker naming conventions. For more information see: Understanding Cybercrime: A Guide for Developing Countries, ITU 2009, Chapter 2.8.4.
14 Botnets is a short term for a group of compromised computers running a software that are under external control. For more details, see Wilson, Botnets, Cybercrime, and Cyberterrorism: Vulnerabilities and Policy Issues for Congress, 2007, page 4.
(a) Analysis of the phenomenon of cybercrime by taking into account those acts that are covered by existing legal frameworks;
(b) Inventory of offences that are criminalized;
(c) Inventory of conduct that is not yet criminalized;
(d) Overview of combined offences (such as phishing) and future trends;
(e) Inventory of relevant cases;
(f) Examination of the importance of the definition of cybercrime.

Topic 2. Statistical information

Background

13. Crime statistics provide the basis for discussion and decision-making processes by policymakers and academics.\textsuperscript{17} Further, access to precise information about the true extent of cybercrime can enable law enforcement agencies to improve anti-cybercrime strategies, deter potential attacks and ensure that more appropriate and effective legislation is enacted.

Current status of crime statistics on cybercrime

14. Information about the extent of crime is generally taken from crime statistics and surveys.\textsuperscript{18} Both sources present challenges when they are used to develop policy recommendations. First of all, crime statistics are generally created on the national level and do not reflect the international extent of the matter. While it would theoretically be possible to combine the data between different States, this approach would not produce reliable information because of differences in legislation and recording practice.\textsuperscript{19} Combining and comparing national crime statistics requires a certain degree of compatibility\textsuperscript{20} that is lacking when it comes to cybercrime. Even if cybercrime offences are recorded, they are not necessarily listed as a separate figure.\textsuperscript{21}

15. Secondly, statistics can only contain crimes that have been detected and reported.\textsuperscript{22} Especially with regard to cybercrime, there are concerns that the number

\textsuperscript{22} Regarding the related challenges see Kabay, Understanding Studies and Surveys of Computer
of unreported cases appears to be significant. Businesses may fear that negative publicity could damage their reputation. If a company announces that hackers have accessed its server, customers may lose faith, resulting in costs that could be greater than the losses caused by the hacking attack. If, however, offences are not reported and prosecuted, these offenders may go on to reoffend. Victims may not believe that law enforcement agencies will be able to identify offenders and may see little point in reporting offences. Since the automation of cybercrime attacks enables cybercriminals to develop a strategy of reaping large profits from many attacks targeting small amounts (which happens with advance fee fraud cases), the possible impact on unreported crimes could be significant. Where they have only lost small amounts, victims may prefer not to go through with time-consuming reporting procedures to law enforcement. In practice, those cases that are reported often involve extremely high fees.

Scope of the study

16. (a) Collection of the most recent statistics, surveys and analyses addressing the prevalence and extent of cybercrime;
(b) Evaluation of the value of statistics for policy recommendations;
(c) Determination of possible obstacles in the collection of accurate statistics;

References

23 "The US Federal Bureau of Investigation has requested companies not to keep quiet about phishing attacks and attacks on company IT systems, but to inform the authorities, so that they can be better informed about criminal activities on the Internet. "It is a problem for us that some companies are clearly more worried about bad publicity than they are about the consequences of a successful hacker attack," explained Mark Mershon, acting head of the FBI's New York office." See Heise News, 27.10.2007, available at: www.heise-security.co.uk/news/80152. See also: Comments on Computer Crime – Senate Bill S. 240, Memphis State University Law Review, 1980, page 660.
26 In fact, newspapers as well as TV stations limit their coverage of successful Internet investigations to spectacular cases such as the identification of a paedophile by descrambling manipulated pictures of the suspect. For more information about the case and the coverage, see: “Interpol in Appeal to find Paedophile Suspect”, The New York Times, 09.10.2007, available at: www.nytimes.com/2007/10/09/world/europe/09briefs-pedophile.html?_r=1&oref=slogin; as well as the information provided on the INTERPOL website, available at: www.interpol.int/Public/THB/vico/Default.asp.
28 In the 2006 NW3C Internet Crime report, only 1.7 per cent of the reported total USD losses were related to the Nigerian Letter Fraud, but those cases that were reported had an average loss of 5,100 USD each. The number of reported offences is very low, while the average loss of those offences is high.

(d) Identification of countries that specifically gather statistics on cybercrime offences;
(e) Evaluation of need for and advantages of collecting statistical information on cybercrime;
(f) Examination of possible techniques that could be used to collect such information;
(g) Discussion of a possible model of a central authority hosting statistical information.

Topic 3. Challenges of cybercrime

Background

17. A lot of attention is currently being paid to the development of strategies to address the specific challenges of cybercrime. The reasons for this development are twofold: firstly, that some of the instruments required to investigate cybercrime are new and therefore require intensive research, and secondly, that investigating crimes involving network technology is accompanied by several unique challenges as compared with traditional investigations.

Challenges of fighting cybercrime and related threats

18. The list of unique technical and legal challenges of cybercrime is long. The fact that offenders can commit cybercrimes by using software devices that do not require in-depth technical knowledge, such as software tools designed to locate open ports or break password protection, is just one example. Another challenge is the difficulty in tracing offenders. Although users leave multiple traces while using Internet services, offenders can hinder investigations by disguising their identity. If, for example, offenders commit offences through using public Internet terminals or open wireless networks, it can be difficult to identify them. A more general challenge in investigating cybercrime arises from the fact that, from a technological point of view, the Internet offers few control instruments that can be used by law enforcement. The Internet was originally designed as a military network based on a decentralized network architecture that sought to preserve its main functionality intact, even when components of the network were attacked. This decentralized approach was not originally designed to facilitate criminal investigations or to prevent attacks from inside the network and investigative measures that require a means of control pose unique challenges in this environment.

Scope of the study

19. (a) Comprehensive inventory of challenges related to the fight against cybercrime;
(b) Summary of best practices, both technical and legal, on how to address these challenges.

Topic 4. Common approaches to legislation

Background

20. In the last 20 years, various countries and regional organizations have developed legislation and legal frameworks to address cybercrime. Despite certain common trends that have developed, the differences in national legislation remain significant.

National and regional differences

21. One reason for both national and regional differences in legislative frameworks lies in the fact that the impact of cybercrime is not universally the same, as the fight against spam demonstrates. Spam has emerged as a much more serious issue in developing countries than in western countries as a result of more scarce and expensive resources. In terms of illegal content, some countries and regions may criminalize the dissemination of material that may be considered as protected by the principle of freedom of speech in others.

22. As cybercrime is a truly transnational crime, international cooperation is an essential requirement for successful investigations and prosecutions.

36 Concerns over freedom of expression (e.g. the First Amendment to the United States Constitution) explain why certain acts of racism were not made illegal by the Convention on Cybercrime, but their criminalization was included in the First Additional Protocol. See Explanatory Report to the First Additional Protocol, No. 4.
38 Regarding the need for international cooperation in the fight against cybercrime see: Putnam/Elliott, International Responses to Cyber Crime, in Sofaer/Goodman, The Transnational
international cooperation requires a degree of common understanding and the adoption of common approaches of legislation in order to prevent the establishment of safe havens.  

23. (a) Analysis of efforts to adopt common approaches to cybercrime legislation;

(b) Other elements with regard to the adoption of common approaches of cybercrime legislation, including the perceived seriousness of the conduct and the impact of human rights norms.

(c) Compilation of an inventory of how countries implement legal standards from regional organizations and an analysis of which techniques can help to ensure consistency in the approaches;

(d) Analysis of the extent to which differences in cybercrime legislation have impact on international cooperation.

**Topic 5. Criminalization**

**Background**

24. The effective investigation and prosecution of cybercrime will require the creation of new offences if certain conduct is not already covered by existing legislation. The existence of adequate legislation is not only relevant for national investigations, but can also have an impact on international cooperation, as outlined above.

**Substantive criminal law**

25. Most comprehensive regional frameworks set up to address cybercrime contain a set of substantive criminal law provisions that are designed to close gaps in national legislation. Standard provisions in these frameworks include the criminalization of illegal access, illegal interception, illegal data interference, illegal system interference, computer-related fraud, computer-related forgery. Some national frameworks could go further, and criminalize offences such as the production and distribution of tools (such as software or hardware) that can be used to commit cybercrime, or for terrorist purposes, acts related to child abuse material, grooming or hate speech.

26. The study will build upon the findings of the study on topic 1 on the phenomenon of cybercrime:

---


(a) Inventory of national and regional approaches to the criminalization of cybercrime, including in relation to participation and attempt;

(b) Evaluation of best practices in regard to criminalization;

(c) Analysis of differences in the approach of different legal systems and traditions to the criminalization of cybercrime.

**Topic 6. Procedural powers**

**Background**

27. In order to carry out effective investigations, law enforcement agencies need to have access to investigative procedures that enable them to take the measures necessary to identify the offender and collect the evidence required for criminal proceedings.\(^{40}\) These measures may be the same as those used in traditional investigations not related to cybercrime. However, given that the offender does not necessarily need to be present at or even near to the crime scene, it is very likely that cybercrime investigations will need to be conducted in a different way from traditional investigations.\(^{41}\)

**Investigative measures**

28. In addition to provisions relating to substantive cybercrime offences, most comprehensive regional frameworks set up to address cybercrime also contain a set of provisions specifically designed to facilitate cybercrime investigations. Standard provisions include specific search and seizure procedures, the expedited preservation of computer data, the disclosure of stored data, the interception of content data and the collection of traffic data.

29. Currently, law enforcement agencies are confronted with newly developed technologies that have a negative impact on classical investigation methods. Many of these challenges remain unaddressed.

**Scope of the study**

30. (a) Inventory of case examples of investigations that highlight the need for specific cybercrime investigative measures;

40 Regarding the elements of an anti-cybercrime strategy see above: xxx. Regarding user-based approaches in the fight against cybercrime see: Görling, The Myth Of User Education, 2006 at www.parasite-economy.com/texts/StefanGorlingVB2006.pdf. See as well the comment made by Jean-Pierée Chevenement, French Minister of Interior, at the G8 Conference in Paris in 2000: “More broadly, we have to educate users. They must all understand what they can and can’t do on the Internet and be warned of the potential dangers. As use of the Internet grows, we’ll naturally have to step up our efforts in this respect.”

41 Due to the protocols used in Internet communication and the worldwide accessibility there is very little need for a physical presence at the place where a service is physically offered. Due to this independence of place of action and the crime site, many criminal offences related to the Internet are transnational crimes. Regarding the independence of place of action and the result of the offence see: Understanding Cybercrime: A Guide for Developing Countries, ITU 2009, Chapter 3.2.7.
(b) Inventory of different investigative provisions contained in regional and national legal frameworks;

(c) Overview of the current demands of law enforcement agencies for specific investigative provisions relating to cybercrime to deal with the challenges created by new technologies;

(d) Analysis of differences in the approach to investigative provisions relating to cybercrime in different legal systems and traditions.

**Topic 7. International cooperation**

**Background**

31. An increasing number of cybercrimes have an international dimension, particularly due to the fact that offenders, operating through the transnational Internet, often do not need to be present at the location of the victim. This separation in the location between the victim and the offender and the mobility of offenders make it necessary for law enforcement and judicial authorities to cooperate internationally and assist the State that has assumed jurisdiction. Effective international cooperation poses one of the major challenges in combating increasingly globalized crime, both in its traditional forms and as cybercrime. Differences in legislation and practice amongst States can make international cooperation difficult, as can the relatively limited number of treaties and agreements on international cooperation available to States. Furthermore, it should be discussed and agreed upon what should be considered as an international matter in cybercrime cases.

**Instruments for international cooperation**

32. There are different sources of the legal basis necessary for formal international cooperation such as extradition, mutual legal assistance in criminal matters and cooperation for the purposes of confiscation. Such provisions on international cooperation may form a part of international and regional agreements including the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (Organized Crime Convention).

---


Scope of the study

33. (a) Inventory of domestic legal approaches to the definition of an international matter in criminal law enforcement on the internet;

(b) Examining options with regard to effective legal bases, including universal international bases, and other responses for combating cybercrime;

(c) Challenges to effective international cooperation, in particular extradition and mutual legal assistance, in cybercrime cases, including, inter alia, the application of dual criminality and differences in investigative measures;

(d) Inventory of national and international provisions dealing with international cooperation that are relevant for cybercrime investigations and prosecutions;

(e) Inventory of best practice examples from bilateral and multilateral treaties and arrangements, inter alia, lessons learned from the functioning of the 24/7 network of focal points;

(f) Inventory of cybercrime cases involving international cooperation;

(g) Role of and challenges in relation to informal means of international cooperation such as information sharing;

(h) Overview of the current demands of relevant authorities with regard to international cooperation;

(i) Identification of ongoing and ideas for future training programmes, exchanges of experiences, capacity-building and technical assistance activities to strengthen criminal justice capabilities and enable countries to cooperate internationally.

Topic 8. Electronic evidence

Background

34. As more and more information is kept in digital form, electronic evidence is relevant to both cybercrime investigations and traditional investigations. Computer and network technology have become a part of everyday life in developed countries and are increasingly becoming so in developing countries as well. The increasing capacity of hard drives\(^{46}\) and the relatively low cost\(^{47}\) of the storage of digital documents as compared to the storage of physical documents have led to a growing


number of digital documents. As a consequence of this increase, electronic documents such as text documents, digital videos and digital pictures are playing a role in cybercrime investigations and related court proceedings.

**Rules for electronic evidence**

35. Electronic evidence presents a number of challenges, at both the stage of its collection and that of its admission as evidence. During the process of evidence collection, investigators must satisfy certain procedures and requirements, such as the special treatment required for the protection of the integrity of data. Law enforcement agencies require specific measures in order to carry out successful investigations. The availability of such measures is especially relevant if traditional evidence sources such as fingerprints or witness identification is not available. In those cases, the ability to successfully identify and prosecute an offender is based on the correct collection and evaluation of the digital evidence.

36. Digitalization also influences the way in which law enforcement agencies and courts deal with evidence. Whereas traditional documents are simply handed out in court, digital evidence may require specific procedures that are not suitable for conversion into traditional evidence, e.g. printouts of files and other discovered data.

---

54 Regarding the difficulties of dealing with digital evidence on the basis of the traditional procedures and doctrines see: Moore, To View or not to view: Examining the Plain View Doctrine and Digital Evidence, American Journal of Criminal Justice, Vol. 29, No. 1, 2004, page 57 et seq.
Scope of the study

37. (a) Inventory of provisions, safeguards and standards dealing with the
collection, preservation, storage, analysis and admissibility of electronic evidence;

(b) Analysis of differences in the approach and the identification of common
principles in relation to electronic evidence in different legal systems and traditions;

(c) Collection of best practices on specialized training, capacity building and
exchange of technology;

(d) Analysis on the mechanism of digital evidence exchange cross-border.

Topic 9. Roles and responsibilities of service providers and the
private sector

Background

38. The prevention and investigation of cybercrime depends on a number of
different elements. Even if the offender acted alone, the commission of a cybercrime
automatically involves a number of people and businesses. Owing to the structure of
the Internet, the transmission of a simple e-mail message requires the service of a
number of providers: the e-mail provider, access providers and the routers who
forward the e-mail message to the recipient. The situation is similar with regard
to the downloading of material featuring child abuse. The downloading process
involves the content provider who uploaded the pictures (for example, on a
website), the hosting provider who provided the storage media for the website, the
routers who forwarded the files to the user and finally the access provider who
enabled the user to access the Internet.

39. While emphasis is often placed on ensuring adequate legislation, the private
industry continues to play an important role in both preventing cybercrime and
assisting in investigating it. Its involvement in cybercrime investigations is,
however, accompanied by a number of challenges.

Legal issues

40. The fact that cybercrime cannot be committed without the involvement of the
providers, coupled with the fact that providers often do not have the ability to
prevent the commission of cybercrimes, raises the question of whether the
responsibility of service providers should be addressed. The answer to the question
is critical for the economic development of the information and communications
technology infrastructure.

41. The efforts of law enforcement agencies very often depend on the cooperation
of Internet providers. This raises some concerns, as imposing or limiting the
liability of service providers for acts committed by their users could have an impact
on the cooperation and support of the service providers for cybercrime
investigations, as well as on the actual prevention of cybercrime.

Role of industry
42. The role of industry in addressing cybercrime is complex; it may range from developing and implementing solutions to protect its own services from criminal abuse to user protection and the support of investigations. Self-protection measures adopted by an industry are often a logical component of comprehensive business strategies and generally do not require a specific legal basis as long as the measures do not involve illegal active countermeasures. Protection measures undertaken on behalf of users, provided they are undertaken with the consent of the user, are equally unproblematic. The involvement of the industry in criminal investigations, however, has presented challenges in many countries, and different approaches have been adopted. Some countries involve industry in criminal investigations purely on a voluntary basis and have developed guidelines to facilitate the cooperation of industry and law enforcement. Other countries have adopted a different approach, in which they have imposed legal obligations on industry to cooperate with law enforcement in criminal investigations.

Scope of the study

43. The study on this topic will consist of the following:
   (a) Approaches and practices concerning the responsibility of service providers, including differentiating between the different types of service providers;
   (b) Mapping of the role, nature and functions of the private sector, including service providers;
   (c) Practices in the prevention and investigation of cybercrime by the private sector;
   (d) Practices relating to cooperation between the private sector and law enforcement in the prevention and investigation of cybercrime;
   (e) Ability of national and multinational service providers to assist law enforcement in the prevention and investigation of cybercrime;
   (f) Allocation of costs of cybercrime;
   (g) Evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of existing approaches.

Topic 10. Crime prevention and criminal justice capabilities and other responses to cybercrime

Background

44. The debate about response to cybercrime very often focuses on legal responses, but anti-cybercrime strategies generally follow a more comprehensive approach and include a number of other responses.

Other responses
45. In addition to legal responses to cybercrime, other response to cybercrime include the adoption of crime prevention measures, the development of the necessary infrastructure to investigate and prosecute offences (e.g. equipment and personnel), the training of experts involved in the fight against cybercrime, the development of best practices, the education of Internet users and the technical solutions to prevent or investigate cybercrime.

Scope of the study

46. (a) Overview of other approaches used to respond to cybercrime;
(b) Measures to prevent cybercrime;
(c) Determination of the means to measure the success of these approaches;
(d) Analysis of the relationship between the different responses and the possibilities of adopting them in combination
(e) Possible role of academia particularly through development of appropriate curriculum and research on the phenomenon of cybercrime.

Topic 11. International organizations

Background

47. In the 1970s and 1980s, legal approaches to cybercrime were largely made at the national level. In the 1990s, the issue of cybercrime began to be addressed within regional and international organizations, including through the United Nations General Assembly, which, over the years has adopted several resolutions on cybercrime, the Commonwealth (Model Law on Cybercrime and the potential expansion of the Harare Scheme to cover electronic data), the Council of Europe (Convention on Cybercrime), the European Union (the EU Framework Decision on Attacks against Information Systems and the Convention established by the Council in accordance with article 34 of the Treaty on European Union, on mutual assistance in criminal matters between the Member States of the European Union), the Commonwealth of Independent States (2001 Agreement on Cooperation of CIS countries to combat crimes in the sphere of computer information), the Organization of American States and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. International organizations, including the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), which has undertaken activities within the framework of the Global Cybersecurity Agenda (GCA), and UNODC have collected data and prepared studies.

Harmonization of standards

48. Single unified standards with regard to technical protocols have proven to be successful and raise the question of how conflicts between different international approaches can be avoided. The Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime and the Commonwealth Model Law on Cybercrime have both adopted the most

56 See, for example, General Assembly resolution 45/121, resolution 55/63, resolution 56/121 and resolution 60/177.
comprehensive approach, as they cover substantive criminal law, procedural law and international cooperation. An examination of existing frameworks to identify their scope, strengths, weaknesses and any possible gaps could be undertaken under this topic.

**Scope of the study**

49. (a) Inventory of best practices from regional and international organizations, including the United Nations;

   (b) Strengths and weaknesses of existing approaches;

   (c) Gap analysis of existing international legal approaches.

**Topic 12. Technical assistance**

**Background**

50. Contrary to what is sometimes believed, cybercrime is not a problem that mainly affects developed countries. In 2005, the number of Internet users in developing countries surpassed the number in industrial nations for the first time. 58 Since one of the fundamental aims of anti-cybercrime strategies is to prevent users becoming victims of cybercrime, the importance of fighting cybercrime in developing countries cannot be underestimated. It is also critical that the fact that the impact of cybercrime on developing and developed countries may be different is taken into account. In 2005, the OECD published a report analyzing the impact of spam on developing countries 59 and found that developing countries often report that their Internet users suffer more from the impact of spam and Internet abuse.

**Technical assistance**

51. The transnational dimension of cybercrime requires all countries to act in an effective and coordinated manner. Developed and developing countries share an equal interest in the provision of technical assistance. Preventing the establishment of “safe havens” for cybercrime offenders is one of the key challenges in the fight against cybercrime. 60 Capacity-building in developing countries to allow them to combat cybercrime has therefore become a major task for the international community.

52. The importance of technical assistance is reflected in the resolution of the Twelfth United Nations Congress on Criminal Prevention and Criminal Justice in 2010 which recommended that the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

---


60 This issue was addressed by a number of international organisations. The UN General Assembly Resolution 55/63 points out: “States should ensure that their laws and practice eliminate safe havens for those who criminally misuse information technologies”. The full text of the Resolution is available at: www.unodc.org/pdf/crime/a_res_55/res5563e.pdf. The G8 10 Point Action plan highlights: “There must be no safe havens for those who abuse information technologies”.

---
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should provide, on request, technical assistance to States in addressing cybercrime. It also proposed that an action plan for capacity-building at the international level be given consideration. This would be developed with all relevant partners. Technical assistance should be kept up to date and provided on an ongoing basis.

**Scope of the study**

53. (a) Identification of fundamental elements and principles of technical assistance and capacity-building in addressing cybercrime;

(b) Inventory of existing cybercrime training courses at the national, regional and international level;

(c) Identification of best practices in providing technical assistance relating to cybercrime.